South Plantation DECA

Annual Business Plan

Chapter President - Tyler Benting (tylerbenting@gmail.com)

Introduction
The following report encompasses the accomplishments, events, and activities that occured
within South Plantation DECA throughout the 2017 Florida DECA CDC to 2018 Florida DECA
CDC period. This document contains information related to the integrated concepts of
being academically prepared, community oriented, professionally responsible, and
experienced leaders. South Plantation DECA is seeking to achieve the gold level award for
the efforts presented in the following report.

Academically Prepared
DECA Integrates into Classroom Instruction
Activity 1: Chapter Project
Description: Two students from South Plantation DECA, Katie Casserly and Alexis Swirsky
created a Financial Literacy Promotion Plan with a campaign called the “The Common Cents
Campaign”. The Common Cents Campaign was established by South Plantation High School
community. Located in Plantation, FL, South Plantation is a diverse and enriching school
environment that prides itself on its plethora of athletic programs and extracurricular
activities offered to each and every student, with the most popular program being South
Plantation’s DECA chapter. The Common Cents Campaign primarily targets students,
particularly upperclassmen. To spread awareness of and to increase financial literacy
among the students at South Plantation, they organized a common cents workshop (as
seen in the images below).

Katie and Alexsis giving a
presentation on financial
literacy

Images of
their paper
entered into
competition.
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DECA Promotes Competition
Activity 1: Mock Roleplay Workshop
After our students qualified for states (January 26th), they came in before school to attend a
mock roleplay workshop. During this workshop, first-time competitors were paired up with
experienced members that received a good score on roleplays. They worked with each
other, explained how roleplays are scored, and gave tips on how to be successful while
doing a role play.
Mock Role Play Testimonials:
1) Seeing the mock role plays helped me to get an idea of what mine should look like. I
also compared mine and figured out what changes I needed to make. It also gives
me an idea of what competition may look like. - Alec Degen, Marketing 2 student.
2) The mock role plays presented really helped me to advance in the execution of my
own role play. They helped me become confident going forward. - Izzy Bugda,
Marketing 3 student
3) By watching previous state winner’s role plays I learned what is expected of me at
CDC. I was confused at first, but now I feel like I am ready to taker on this challenge.
I am more confident and I can’t wait to be the best that I can be. - Mia Williams,
Marketing 3 student.
The following images were taken during the mock role play workshop. The one to the left is
a demonstration of what to do in a role play:
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Activity 2: Competition is Limitless
In order to prepare for competition, the South Plantation DECA Executive Board arranged a
series of study sessions to be conducted over the course of two school weeks (January
1st-12th). This study session attracted the attendance of over 40 students and was greatly
successful in providing the students with a chance gain an insight on what to expect when
competing. Besides reviewing competition guidelines and the rights and wrongs of
competing, skills such as eye-contact, hand gestures and clear/cohesive speaking was
taught.
Study Session Testimonials:
1) The study sessions are essential preparation for competition. Like anything in life,
you need to practice to be perfect, and this is true with DECA. The study session will
definitely be something that will help to propel us to victory. As the infamous quote
says: “Champions work, others don’t”. - Kyle Spohn, Marketing 2 student.
2) The study sessions are so helpful. Everyone’s guidance and feedback were crucial to
me placing at districts. If I never took part in the study sessions, I don’t think that I
would’ve been prepared for Districts. - David Newstat, Marketing 4 student
3) The study sessions have honestly helped me become a better public speaker. This
not only helps me now in DECA and high school but I am sure that these study
sessions will help me latter on in life with confidence. I will be forever grateful for
having these practices. - Juan Santana, Marketing 4 student
The following images were taken during one of the study sessions held:
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Competence
Activity 1: DECA Direct Articles
Below are the articles cover images:

Link to article #1:
http://www.decadirect.org/2017/11/17/one-hand-helping-another-hand-helping-another-hand/

Link to article #2:
http://www.decadirect.org/2018/01/31/south-plantation-sets-example-community-oriented/

Activity 2: Active Chapter Social Media
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Social Media Handles
Instagram: @sphs.deca
Twitter: @sphsdeca_
Integrity
Activity 1: Lead with Integrity
During the month of November, one of our advisors (Mr. Marino) gave a presentation of
how integrity can be one of the best qualities to possess and how it plays a role in our
day-to-day lives. He pointed out that throughout one’s life integrity can prove to others that
you are a trustworthy and an honest individual. He then gave a real life example and
explained how integrity benefited him during an interview. It was because of the way that
he presented himself and the morals that he believed in that provided him with a job at
that establishment. The purpose of this activity was to show members that integrity plays a
vital role in and out of the business world.
Below are images of Mr. Marino speaking to a class about integrity:
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Community Oriented
DECA Connects to Business
Activity 1: Partnership with a Local Business or non-profit organization
On November 17th SPHS DECA held a fundraising event at a local restaurant, Georgia Pig
and everyone was invited. Georgia Pig is a southern-style barbecue restaurant in Ft.
Lauderdale, FL. This is the 2nd annual fundraiser that we have held at Georgia Pig and we
have found it to be a huge success. We collected 10% of the revenue obtained and have
deposited that money into the chapter account. The money raised will go towards aiding
members who need financial assistance when traveling/competing. Not only members
showed up but parents and our schools staff even made an appearance. We'll definitely be
back!

The images above are of staff and students/members having a great time at Georgia Pig
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Activity 2: Learn to reach the opportunities
During his 5th and 6th period Marketing II classes, advisor Jerry Holt held an interview
workshop. Mr. Holt went on and spoke about the several important factors of having a
successful interview. He spoke about the importance of being on time, how to shake a
hand properly, communicate efficiently, and to go in knowing about the company before
hand. Students seemed to be really engaged with the stories he shared. Mr. Holt stressed
the importance of not only being on time but being early in a humorous yet serious way.
The following images were taken during Mr. Holt’s interview workshop:
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DECA Promotes Competition
Activity 1: Find the perfect pair
South Plantation DECA alumni, Jimmy Elias, worked with several member regarding
competition. Mr.Elias is a local business owner who knows a lot about presentations and
creating the perfect competition manual. Being a former Florida DECA state officer, Elias
was able to give members crucial advice about how to prepare for competition. For
example, he went through all of our chapter’s manuals and personally made corrections.
Elias also took time to listen to everyone’s presentation and provide honest feedback based
on the DECA judge’s guidelines.
The following images were taken during one of Jimmy Elias’ talks with members about their
manuals

Competence
Activity 1: Let’s get social
On January 30th 2018, SPHS DECA hosted a game night to encourage bonding along
members. During this activity, members from all marketing levels, Marketing Essentials (1),
Marketing Applications (2), Marketing Management (3), and Business Ownership (4), played
board games and discussed the upcoming state competition. We had around 20 members
show up and including 7 class and executive officers. Members felt that this helped them
familiarize themselves with other members of the chapter that they have not spoken to
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previously. Overall, game night was a huge success and members were satisfied with the
new friends they made.
The following images were taken throughout the duration of the game night:

Innovation
Activity 1: A bright future
South Plantation DECA partnered with Seminole Middle School to teach their eighth grade
class about financial literacy and its importance. Two of our chapter’s members, Katie
Casserly and Alexa Swirsky, met with Seminole at Junior Achievement of South Florida
where they led workshops on basic financial concepts, such as budgeting, credit & debt,
and financial planning. This experience allowed Seminole’s students to understand the
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importance of financial literacy at a young age, and will set them up for future success in
the global economy. (Left: Katie leading a workshop on applying for loans and buying a car.
Right: Seminole Middle students answering questions based on what they learned from the
workshops.)
The following images are of South Plantation DECA partnering with students of seminole
middle school to educate them on financial literacy:

Teamwork (Only one of the two activities were completed)
Activity 2: Participate in Helping Hand (Required for gold level status)
Every year, before ELS and CDC South Plantation DECA makes a huge effort to collect as
many items as possible for Helping Hands, and this year was no exception. Weeks before
both conferences, our chapter informed our members of the drive and asked for any
donations they could possibly bring in. For the Fall 2017 drive for Daystar Life Center,
members brought in hundreds of toiletries, which we then separated by item and
organized into individual “kits” as per Florida DECA’s request. South Plantation DECA
donated over 600 kits to the Fall 2017 Helping Hands drive, made up of over 4,000 items
that were donated by members of South Plantation DECA. (Below are pictures of South
Plantation’s Marketing III and IV students organizing and packaging kits for Helping Hands
Fall 2017.)
The following images are images of members helping to make “Chad Bags” . #TeamChad
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Professionally Responsible
DECA Promotes Competition
Activity 1: Vlog with Professionals
Video was submitted to Florida DECA through the Chapter Chatter email.
Competence
Activity 1: Chapter Promotional Video
In the first semester of the 2017-2018 school year, as we were recruiting students to join
DECA, our Executive Board filmed a promotional video encouraging students to pay their
DECA dues. We got creative and decided to change the lyrics of a popular song to be about
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South Plantation DECA and joining the program. This really peaked the interest of the
students and our membership increased greatly after we released it. We also posted the
video on our chapter’s twitter page and it got recognition from chapters around the
country. School’s reached out to us saying how they used it to recruit members as well.
Our DECA Dues video was a huge success!
The following images are screenshots of the video created by our Executive Board:

Activity 2: Monthly Professional Dress Up Days
On the second Wednesday of each month, South Plantation hosts a chapter-wide “Business
Dress Day.” Members are required to come to school in business attire, to practice for
dressing professionally in the real world. Dressing up is a grade for all DECA students. We
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always receive numerous compliments from other teachers about how good our students
look when they dress up.
The following images are of members in business dress on one of our business dress days:

Integrity
Activity 1: Suit Up!
In order to explain and promote professionalism our Chapter President, Tyler Benting
hosted a workshop at South Plantation High. All members were welcome to join; although,
business dress was a requirement. The workshop was designed around the concepts of
what to wear, how to talk, and many other ways in which you can be professional in or out
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of the workplace. The purpose of this workshop was to explain why these concepts were
necessary and how they can be beneficial.

Tyler Benting talking about
professionalism.

Team Work
Activity 1: Dollars for Scholars (Required for gold level status)
The following is an image of the check:

Activity 2: Chapter Retreat
To promote chapter bonding and team building, we invited our chapter’s executive and
class officers to Jaxson’s Ice Cream Parlour in Dania Beach, FL. This restaurant is our
advisor, Mr. Holt’s, favorite ice cream joint and he wanted to share it with our chapter’s
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leaders. At Jaxson’s, officers were able to spend time with their DECA friends, as well as
make new friends.
The following images were taken at Jaxson’s Ice Cream Parlour:
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Experienced Leaders
DECA Applies Learning
Activity 1: Florida DECA Emerging Leaders Summit
After attending the past Emerging Leaders Summit, our Chapter President Tyler Benting
shared a video about the events that took place at South Plantation High School.
Presentation overview:
After sharing the video, Tyler Benting talked about a few of the activities/workshops his
group attended in depth. He proceeded by explaining that ELS is one of a kind and that
you’ll make many lasting memories while being there. A few of the skills and lessons
acquired was shared along with a description of how they might be useful in your everyday
life.
The two pictures below are of Tyler Benting showing the video and of him presenting:

South Plantation DECA at ELS
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Activity 2: Share your knowledge
Using information gathered from the DLC’s, one of our advisors (Mr. Marino) made an
announcement to our chapter. The announcement included ways of fundraising, tips on
presentations, and all of the Dynamic Tool descriptions. The purpose of this activity was to
encourage and inspire members to become more involved and to be more educated on the
activities DECA has to offer.
The following image was take during Mr. Marino’s announcement:
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DECA Promotes competition
Activity 1: Competition
The following images are contain the list of members registered for competition:

The Images below are of competitors at district, state, and international competition:
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Activity 2: Create better competitors!
In order to prepare competitors for competition, South Plantation DECA hosted workshops
in which past competitors could criticize current competitors. Past competitors were given
directions to be very blunt with their criticism. It’s not helpful to competitors when you say
“good job”, it might boost their self-esteem but it doesn’t help them in the long term.
The following image was taken during one of the workshops:

Innovation
Activity 1: Pin Design
The images below are pin designs created by South Plantation DECA. The one to the left
incorporates a fun, joyful and vibrant design while the one on the right incorporates a
timeless, retro design:

Activity 2: T-shirt Design
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The following image is the design proposal for the CDC and/or ICDC conference:

Teamwork
Activity 1: Florida DECA Leadership council (Required for gold level status)
Members from South Plantation DECA attended 11 of the 12 DLC meetings. (April 4, May 2,
August 15, September 5, October 3, October 17, November 7, November 28, December 5,
January 9, and January 23)

Activity 2: Chapter Officer Team Development
Prior to the new school year, newly elected South Plantation DECA Executive Board officers
met up at a local bowling alley in order to become more familiar with one another.
Testimonials:
I had an amazing time bowling with the newly elected officers. I thought it was a huge
success and that we all got to know each other a little bit more. - Tyler Benting, Chapter
President
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Going Bowling with all of the new officers gave me a chance to better connect and get to
know everyone on a deeper level. I found it to be an awesome time and I’d definitely
recommend it to the next officers to come. - Juan Santana, Chapter Historian

Executive Board Officers going bowling
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